SENA Phase 2 Technical Architecture
Introduction
This document describes the technical aspects of the SENA solution, including the various
components that will make up the solution, and diagrams illustrating the technical architecture and
component interactions.

Requirements
An online tool to recommend local services to citizens based on their needs and circumstances,
taking into account their limitations. A product backlog has been created to capture high level epics
and user stories, describing the business requirements from the perspective of various personas.
The product backlog has been captured
https://trello.com/b/XJuHrx2b/sena-backlog.
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Solution Components
The following sections describe the various components which will make up the solution, based on
an analysis of the requirements described above.

Web CMS
Users will access the system using a web browser on a desktop, tablet or mobile device, and so a
web content management system (CMS) is required to publish the website over the Internet and
act as the ‘front door’ of the online tool. The website will include information and guidance (IaG) in
the form of text, images, and potentially video, and administrators must be able to edit pages and
content in order to update the IaG. The web CMS must be capable of rendering content
appropriately on different device sizes (i.e. mobile responsive), and the rendered user interface will
need to meet UK accessibility guidelines. The CMS requires an RBAC model that is able to
support distributed content authoring, allowing only some users to edit some content.

Online Forms and Form Builder
The system will present one or more online forms to users, asking them a number of questions to
eventually determine which services are best suited to helping them with their current situation.
There may be multiple forms available to users, with varying levels of complexity. For example, one
form may simply ask the user to select from a set of different circumstances, and another form may
ask a series of questions across multiple pages/steps.
The online forms may consist of multiple pages, and the form flow may need to jump to another
page depending on responses provided for a previous question or alter the content of a page
based on the answers provided. Each page of the form will present one or more questions to the
user. Questions will typically be answered using radio buttons, checkboxes, or drop-down lists.
Administrators must be able to edit the questions and available responses for each question, along
with the logic that governs how answers to different questions affect which items and questions are
displayed.

User Account Registration
The online tool may need to be able to offer users the ability to create an account after completing
the form, potentially taking details from the form responses to populate the user profile. Users will
need to provide information such as an email address and a password in order to create the
account, which they’ll be able to use to subsequently sign in to the service. The signed in user
experience is not yet defined, but may include some level of personalisation. A signed in user will
be able to see their previously completed forms and the recommendations they were presented
with previously, along with any referral actions that occurred.
In addition to self-service user account registration, it’s likely that council staff will need to be able
to create user accounts on behalf of the citizen, to support the assisted digital approach.
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Service Directory
A service directory, or database of local services, is required in order to provide the underlying
service data to be presented to users after their interaction with the online tool. The system must
be able to query the service directory via an API in order to retrieve the correct services to present
back to the user. Open Referral UK is an open standard for describing and retrieving community
services data, and a service directory offering compatibility with this standard is recommended.
Developer documentation for Open Referral UK, including API reference information, can be found
here - https://developers.openreferraluk.org.
The service directory must have an authenticated user interface, with Role-Based Access Control,
allowing service owners and approvers to login and maintain service information.
As the solution should be re-usable across multiple organisations, the specific service directory in
use (the API base endpoint URL) should be configurable, and the use of multiple service directory
endpoints may be required.

Service Finder
Upon submission of the online forms described above, or through a more simple and direct service
search interface, a list of services will be retrieved from the service directory, and displayed to the
user on a results page. This results page might be presented in a simple list format or as a map, or
both, and can support the user in further filtering, ordering and refining the presented services.
When interacting with presented services users might have the option for onward sign posting,
displaying more detailed information or actioning a referral to that service.

Service Matching Engine
When users interact with the system they’ll have a set of needs, circumstances and/or relevant
service types automatically derived based on the answers they provide to the questions presented
by the forms. The system can then pass information about these needs, circumstances or service
types, along with other information captured during the user journey such as postcode, to the
service directory API in order to return a list of useful services which can be presented back to the
user.
The Open Referral UK standard supports the use of vocabularies, which are fixed lists of terms
that can be applied to individual service entities. Three useful vocabularies which can be used by
this system are the LGA’s Needs list (http://id.esd.org.uk/list/needs), the LGA’s Personal
Circumstances list (http://id.esd.org.uk/list/circumstancesPersonal), and the LGA’s Services
(service types) list (http://id.esd.org.uk/list/englishAndWelshServices). The service directory can be
queried using any of these vocabularies as a filter.
The data input by users on the front-end will be mapped to common data vocabularies for use in
the Open Referral API query, using a set of configurable rules. Staff or other privileged users will
be able to login to the system and view, add and update these rules, through an administration
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user interface. It’s likely that a large number of mapping rules will need to be created and
maintained, and so a comprehensive and intuitive user interface for the management of these rules
may require significant design and development effort, but at a minimum, users should be able to
add and modify rules using a spreadsheet or CSV file upload mechanism.
Details of the service matching logic are described later in this document.

Business Intelligence / Reporting
Data about user activity, user journeys, user needs, service recommendations, and uptake will be
captured in a relational database sitting within the platform. A Business Intelligence (BI) tool will be
used to surface a variety of visual reports to council staff and relevant partner organisations, so
that the captured data can be interpreted and potentially acted upon to make ongoing
improvements to the overall service, such as rule changes, UX/UI improvements, and the provision
of additional services to meet particular needs.
The data captured will need to support a variety of reports, including:
● Monitoring of system usage (uptake)
● Session drop-outs (form abandonment)
● Relevance of services returned
● Ruleset misconfiguration leading to too few or too many service suggestions
● Repeat contact by an individual
● Lack of services for particular needs
In addition, the reporting capability may need to include the ability to record basic information about
what happened next for a particular user of the platform, to facilitate outcome reporting. For any
given user session, or group of user sessions, administrators should be able to indicate that the
user attended or used a particular service, and that the outcome was either positive, negative, or
neutral. This could either be through a user interface or through a document upload mechanism.
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Service Matching Logic
A proposed process flow is shown in the diagram below:

Steps 1, 3, and 5 will be handled by online forms (or pages within a single online form) built within
the system as described above. The remaining steps will be handled as follows:
● Step 2 - After selecting one or more circumstances, the system infers a set of needs using
a mapping of circumstances to needs. This mapping will be managed in the system via a
user-friendly back-end interface. The inferred needs are then used in step 3 to ask the user
additional questions around those particular needs.
● Step 4 - Each possible response to the questions asked in the form in step 3 (form B) is
assigned a numeric urgency score against one or more of the needs identified in step 2. A
higher value given to a particular response indicates a higher level of urgency to address
the need. System administrators can configure these scores via a user-friendly back-end
administration interface.
● Step 6 - A set of configurable rules controls which service types are going to be most useful
for the user. These rules can include any combination of circumstance, need, and urgency
score mapped to any number of service types. In addition, rules for triggering events such
as referral or other intervention, based on urgency scores for particular needs, can be
configured. System administrators can configure these rules via a user-friendly back-end
administration interface.
● Step 7 - The service types derived in step 6, along with the eligibility information obtained in
step 5 (form C), are combined in an Open Referal UK API query to return a list of services.
● Step 8 - The services returned by step 7 are displayed to the user, either in a simple list or
on a map, possibly with filter and sort options.
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Here’s a simple worked example of the end-to-end flow:
Step 1 - User Selects Circumstances

The user selects two circumstances: Unemployed and Low income.

Step 2 - Obtain needs from circumstances to needs mapping
Circumstances to Needs mappings as follows:
Circumstance

Needs

Unemployed

Employment
Financial support
Training and skills
Digital skills
Emotional wellbeing

Low income

Financial support
Emotional wellbeing
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Step 3 - Questions about level of need
Five distinct needs were determined from the mappings in step 2, for which the user will now be
asked a series of questions to determine the urgency of each of those needs. For example:

Step 4 - Derive numeric scores for urgency against each identified need
Scoring rules might be configured as follows:
Question

Response

Need Scores

How are you doing for
money?

Struggling

Financial support: 100
Emotional wellbeing: 100

Not great

Financial support: 75

Ok

Financial support: 50

Good

Financial support: 25

Affluent

Financial support: 0
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Step 5 - Questions about eligibility
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Step 6 - Derive service types from circumstances+needs+scores rules
Service type matching rules might configured as follows:
Circumstances

Needs/Scores

Service Types

Unemployed

Financial support > 75

E.g. emergency financial support

Unemployed

Financial support BETWEEN 50 and 100

Benefits advice & assessment
Employment & support allowance
Jobseekers allowance
Universal credit
Welfare rights advice

Low income

Financial support > 75

E.g. emergency financial support

Low income

Financial support BETWEEN 50 AND
100

Benefits advice & assessment
Credit unions
Test & Trace support payments
Welfare rights advice

Based on user selections in forms A and B, the following service types would be recommended:
● Benefits advice & assessment (190)
● Employment & support allowance (1534)
● Jobseekers allowance (1545)
● Universal credit (1652)
● Welfare rights advice (189)
● Credit unions (352)
● Test & Trace support payments (1826)

Step 7 - Open Referral UK API query
With the seven service types identified in step 6 being recommended, the following Open Referral
API query would be constructed:
/services/? #services endpoint
&vocabulary=esdServiceTypes # filter on esdServiceTypes vocabulary
&taxonomy_id=190,1534,1545,1652,189,352,1826 # taxonomy ids to filter on

And in the area of Bristol, for example, the following API queries would return the relevant services:
https://bristol.openplace.directory/o/ServiceDirectoryService/v2/services/?&taxo
nomy_id=190,1534,1545,1652,189,352,1826&vocabulary=esdServiceTypes

The Open Referral query would also include any eligibility criteria determined in step 5, in order to
produce a more refined set of service results.
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Step 8 - Services results
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Data Capture and Reporting
Several data items will need to be collected for each user session on the platform, in order to
measure the effectiveness of the ruleset configuration and the relevance of the services being
offered. Data will need to be encrypted at rest, and held in a GDPR compliant manner, with the
ability to delete and export data held about any individual on request.
The following table lists the data items that should be considered for collection:
Data Item

Description

Session ID

The unique identifier for the user session.

Date/time

Date and time of the user session.

User personal details

If the user has created an account, details such as name, email
address, address, date of birth, will be known.

Circumstances

Circumstances identified during the online process.

Needs

Needs identified during the online process.

Eligibility

Any eligibility data captured during the online process.

Need scores

The numeric scores calculated for each need.

Service types

The service types derived from the user inputs and ruleset
configuration.

Services

The services returned by the Open Referral API query.

Selected services

Any specific services contacted by the user. The user interface
would need to provide the ability for the user to indicate that a
service has been used to address their needs.

This data set would support a variety of BI reports, including:
● Monitoring of system usage (uptake)
● Session drop-outs (form abandonment)
● Relevance of services returned
● Ruleset misconfiguration leading to too few or too many service suggestions
● Repeat contact by an individual
● Lack of services for particular needs
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Proposed Implementation Components
The solution described above could be implemented using a range of proprietary or open source
components that support the required functionality and standard APIs and data structures.
Our proposed approach for the next phase of the SENA project makes optimal reuse of existing
modules in the open source Digital Place platform, along with some custom development that will
also be released as open source code, combined with use of Placecube’s Open Place Directory
that provides full support for OpenReferralUK and a well designed user interface for council staff,
partners and volunteers to manage the capture and maintenance of service directory records.

Reusable components
Placecube’s Digital Place for Local Public Services platform is an open source SaaS offering, with
the open source Liferay DXP embedded in it. Digital Place enhances Liferay DXP with components
that have been co-designed with local government, for local government. This reduces the time,
effort and therefore cost required to build the solution we have proposed. Several of the
components in Digital Place also make ongoing administration and configuration easier for councils
without full development teams.

Web CMS
The Liferay DXP CMS already supports all of the core requirements listed above. Digital Place
then adds further public sector specific customisation, such as the GOV.UK Design System CSS
and Javascript so that styles can be applied by content designers without coding.

Form Builder
The Liferay DXP Form Builder already supports all of the core requirements listed above. Digital
Place adds capabilities such as postcode lookup form components that integrate with council
address databases.The form builder also supports the implementation of custom field types, so UI
designs for form pages don’t need to be constrained by the technology.

User Account
Digital Place provides a user account that is designed to support residents who need to sign up for
services, and includes the ability to see a history of service requests, manage contact details and
can be extended to capture other demographic information as appropriate. All data is stored
securely in the UK, in line with GDPR and DPA regulations, and functionality exists for users to
provide consent for data collection and the use of cookies.
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Service Directory
Placecube’s Open Place Directory (OPD) is an OpenReferralUK compliant service directory, built
on Liferay DXP. OPD includes a range of enhancements over other proprietary and open source
directories. These enhancements are designed to support the capture of service data, the
assurance of that data, and the ability for service providers to maintain records themselves. Whilst
other open source options are available, we propose the use of OPD because it will enable HDC to
provide ROs with distributed access to the directory, and will support an assurance workflow.

Custom development of open source modules
Theme / Website Templates
The website front-end, including styling and layout, will be implemented as HTML and CSS, based
on detailed design work to define the end user look & feel. This will make use of content
management and templating functionality that exists in Digital Place.

Form Renderer
Depending on the exact user journeys defined by any detailed design work that takes place, it may
be necessary to implement a custom form renderer component to do the job of displaying the
online form pages to users. This component will display form pages as designed in the out of the
box form builder and will capture any analytics data as the user progresses through the form.

Service Finder
A service finder component will need to be developed as a new module within Digital Place, to
display the service results to the user, either after completing the online form journey or by
performing the more simple service directory search. This module will consume the results of any
Open Referral UK API response, and the code will be made available as open source for others to
use if they wish.

Service Matching Engine
We will develop the matching engine as a new module within Digital Place and will open source the
code. This module will provide a UI to import and modify matching rules in a standard text format
(e.g. CSV, XML, JSON) as a minimum. Design and development of a GUI for rule management
could be explored as a stretch goal, depending on cost and benefit.

Business Intelligence / Reporting
We intend to develop an API to extract data for use in the council's preferred BI platform, based on
the assumption that the council already has software for producing and distributing reports.
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Alternatively, reports could be built using the open source JasperSoft reporting engine, which is
included in Digital Place.

Further benefits of building on Digital Place
Digital Place is provided as a SaaS product, and Placecube work to a principle that “the public
sector only pays once” - so all new modules that are co-designed and built with councils are
pushed into all of Placecube’s customer’s instances for them to enable if they wish to. This means
that the SENA service will be immediately available across a wide range of significant councils,
including Unitaries, London Boroughs and Districts, accelerating adoption.
In addition, the proposed approach would produce a set of reusable open source modules that
could be adopted by a council that is not a customer of Placecube’s Digital Place. A council that
wanted to run the platform themselves would need to acquire Liferay Portal CE (Community
Edition), host and configure it, and then enable the various modules by acquiring and building the
source code from Placecube’s code repository.
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